SPARK AAL
(Matrix Code: SPARKAAL.00 for StartOver.xyz game.)
DISTINCTION: Feedback from humans has spin.
NOTES:
There are two forms of Rapid Learning: a pressure method and a vacuum method.
Feedback is a key element in the pressure form of Rapid Learning: Go! Beep! Shift!
Go!.
There are two sources of feedback:
1. Feedback from the Universe.
2. Feedback from humans.
Do not confuse the two. Feedback from breaking laws, interrupting conversations,
entering other people’s spaces, breaking protocol in a hierarchy, serving Shadow
Principles etc. is not from the Universe. It is all human feedback.
Feedback from the Universe is neutral. It has no spin or slant, no hidden agenda, no
politics. It is not editorialized. It has not hidden purposes. For example, if you move
your leg in a certain direction it will smash into the sharp edge of the leg on a
hardwood table and hurt. If you are standing outside near a tree during a
thunderstorm you may get struck by lightning. If you hike through the desert on a hot
day and do not drink enough water you may get heat stroke and die.
Feedback from humans is not neutral. The spin on human feedback may be:
I want you to think like me and act like me and be like me so that I can be more
comfortable and do not have to learn anything new or change.
This feedback serves the speaker of the feedback.
Feedback that serves the receiver of the feedback offers Clarity and Possibility to the
receiver. It is a gift of unimaginable proportions, a Doorway to a new future if the
receiver has the Matrix to receive it and use it.
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